Dr. Alise Cortez and Associates Presents

Vitally InspiredLiving and Leading with Purpose™
Corporate Offering

The Vitally Inspired – Living and Leading from Purpose offering is designed to unleash the most vital
component of leadership effectiveness known today: INSPIRATION. Inspiring leaders summon
impassioned contribution, persevering performance, and dedicated commitment. Inspiring leaders
have done the essential work on themselves to draw from the vital life force of inspiration in their
own lives in order to meaningfully relate to and lead their teams to give their very best, every day.

Why Vitally Inspired?
Because Inspiring Leaders Know:
The key to motivating employees is to make
their team’s work meaningful

The Promise of This Program
You’ll recognize this program is working and register
your ROI (return on investment) when:
Engagement (fulfillment) levels increase

An organization with a clear and
compelling purpose, mission, and vision will not
only meet its goal but also
grow exponentially

Your employees perform
astounding measures to take care of customers

An organization with a compelling “why”
purpose, mission, and vision will not only meet
its goals but can surpass them and grow
expontentially

Your team members persevere even through challenging
organizational change

Creating a legion of inspired leaders allows you
to transform your organization with a meaninginfused culture that becomes the engine
powering your future where the sky is the limit

Employee retention rates increase or improve

Fresh creativity is unleashed so new solutions to
problems surface regularly
Innovation is nurtured, resulting in new products or
services

Vitally Inspired: Living And Leading With Purpose
The Vitally Inspired – Living and Leading from Purpose program can be unleashed in your organization through a
singular department as a test pilot. It can also be cascaded across the organization through executives who
graduate the program and then live its principles by empowering team members to contribute their best while
meaningfully connecting with the organization.
Ideally, the delivery format kicks off with a 2-day intensive session, followed by three half-day virtual boosters,
and one full-day completion day, with monthly project team calls that apply the learning into your organization.

Modules in this program include:

Yes We Want to Live with
passion and work on purpose!

Testimonials

The men and women who graduate from the Vitally Inspired program will be transformed into much more
vibrant, effective professionals who lead their team to a higher level of inspired performance. Everyone has
different takeaways from the program, but one thing they all have in common is that they further realized their
potential and awoke to their purpose!

"In addition to helping me develop my passion and
purpose, this program really helped me become
conscious to and separate myself from a limiting
mindset that was disconnecting me from having more
meaningful relationships and having the impact I want
in my business." Terrina Wilder - President of TW
Consulting and Associates

"The program really helped me with
accountability. The content from each
session was informative and actionable.
Knowing the sessions were held on a monthly
basis gave me a “due date” to complete the
tasks to continue progressing and growing in
my business."
Andrea Pender - Director of Business
Development, RLG Consulting Engineers

"The Virtually Inspired program
has been a personal and
professional journey over the last year.
It has helped me grow and overcome
obstacles. I have started to realize my
purpose and the person I wish to
become." Ratinder Dhami - Director of
Regulating Affairs, Network Partners
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alise@alisecortez.com
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